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Philosophy	  
 
The Alaska Federation of Natives serves an important role in advocacy on behalf of 
Alaska Native peoples.  It is a single venue for the Alaska Native community to gather, 
share, learn, and come to consensus on important issues that affect all of us, as well as for 
policy makers to gain a better understanding of Alaska Native community issues and 
concerns.  
 
Over the last four decades, AFN has built a strong reputation as a voice for Alaska Native 
peoples through the hard work and dedication of a limited staff with direction provided 
by the AFN Board. But AFN can be a more effective advocate for Alaska Native peoples, 
families, and communities by changing its philosophical orientation. Currently, AFN’s 
advocacy work is largely reactionary and protective.  This is due to the lack of knowledge 
about Alaska Native communities by policy makers, the numerous issues that touch 
Alaska Native communities, and the limited representation of Alaska Native issues within 
policy-making bodies. Thus, AFN’s already limited staff is stretched thin protecting what 
Alaska Natives already have instead of being able to be proactive and advancing of 
Alaska Native issues.  
 
The result has been that “progress” for Alaska Native peoples on key issues is difficult to 
gauge. Maori educator Graham Hingangaroa Smith calls such a stance an exercise in the 
“politics of distraction.” The politics of distraction, Smith explains, is “the colonizing 
process of being kept busy by the colonizer, of always being on the ‘back-foot’, 
‘responding’, ‘engaging’, ‘accounting’, ‘following’ and ‘explaining’.” AFN can reorient 
its philosophy to be a more strategic and proactive advocate for Alaska Natives in part by 
changing the structure of representation within the organization. The following 
recommendations are made in the spirit of respecting what AFN has done in the past 
while offering an alternative structure focused on reorienting the organization toward a 
more proactive approach that focuses on increasing community engagement, provides a 
board structure that is more streamlined for quick response if needed and aims to 
empower staff to be more focused on advancing Alaska Native issues. 
 
Conflict 
 
The conflict between tribal and corporate interests is longstanding. This conflict has 
created artificial boundaries within the Native community that are slowing progress 
toward health and wellbeing for all Alaska Natives. This conflict has no place within 
AFN and distracts from the greater potential of the organization. Representation by 
cultural region rather than by corporation, organization, or tribe can help eliminate the 
interests of specific entities and return focus to the health and wellbeing of our peoples 
and communities.  
 
Board Organization 
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AFN’s 37 member board of directors is too large and cumbersome. Instead, a ten-
member board with members representing each cultural region could be more effective. 
Below is a list of the regions we are proposing. 
 
Iñupiaq  Athabaskan 
Yup’ik   Tlingit 
Siberian Yupik Haida  
Unangan  Tsimtsian  
Sugpiat  Eyak 
 
Voting & Representation 
 
AFN’s voting process is not clear, and there is little transparency or opportunity for the 
Alaska Native public to learn about it. This prevents maximum participation by Alaska 
Natives, and adds to the feeling that AFN is not as representative as it could be. This is 
what we suggest:  
 

• Resolutions are submitted to and passed by the board privately rather than during 
convention. The board reports to the convention on resolutions, but resolutions 
are no longer the main focus of the AFN convention.   
 

• Each cultural region’s respective board member is elected during ten regional 
caucuses in a ballot election held during AFN’s “main” convention. Candidates 
must be nominated, be 18 years old or older, and he or she must articulate in 
writing why he or she would make a good board member ahead of the caucus, and 
address those in attendance. 
 

• Those attending the caucus elect a board member. Anyone 18 years old and over 
and a member of a tribe or shareholder from that specific region would be eligible 
to vote for a board member and Elder Representative.  
 

• Those attending the caucus who are 18 years old and younger elect a Youth 
Representative and vote for an Elder Representative.  In addition, each board 
member must fulfill a mentorship responsibility to the Youth Representative. 
Mentorship responsibilities can be determined independently by each caucus. 

 
• Each board member is held responsible for handling resolutions submitted to the 

board by residents of his or her respective region. He or she is also responsible for 
articulating the policy priority areas set forth in his or her respective region, and 
for bringing these priorities to the board.  

 
o There are a number of ways this information could be gathered. A web-

based porthole on AFN’s website containing a digital, regionally-specific 
form, in addition to social networking outreach, are cheap and effective 
solutions to bridging the communication gap between AFN and Native 
communities. Staff can also dedicate time to hosting community 
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consultations in Kotzebue, Barrow, Bethel, Unalaska, Kodiak, Cordova, 
Valdez, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Juneau.   

 
• The board of directors will be responsible for working with AFN staff to develop 

community feedback into clear, three-year mandates, a duration corresponding 
with the term limit of each board member.  
 

• Co-chairs will preside over the board, and board decisions will be made by 
consensus.   
 

• Robert’s Rules of Order will be permanently suspended at AFN because they are 
antithetical to the cultural values and communication styles of Alaska Natives. 
Too often, Robert’s Rules discourage maximum participation by AFN 
participants, are difficult for community members to navigate and are thus 
exclusionary, and appear to be used deliberately to silence others when 
convenient. 

 
• In place of Robert’s Rules of Order, AFN can develop a framework for 

communication that is open, inviting, and respectful.            
 
An Advisory Council 
 
AFN’s staff is not large enough to realistically provide sustained research and advocacy 
on key issues on a consistent basis. A key component of advocacy is to help enable local 
advocacy by making useful information available to those who need it. This is currently 
not happening, and communities are left to wonder what is being done on their behalf. In 
order to address this challenge, we propose assembly of an advisory council that will 
work directly with AFN staff to fulfill the priority area mandates shaped by community 
feedback. Currently, statewide advocacy organizations such as the Alaska Native Policy 
Center, Alaska Native Justice Center, and Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium work 
in relative isolation within their respective fields, often without clear connection to AFN 
or the broader Alaska Native community.  
 
We suggest that: 
 

• AFN staff work with these and other organizations to form working partnerships, 
with the aim to fulfill the expectations articulated by Alaska Native communities 
and synthesized by the Board of Directors.  
 

• These partners would be organized into a Advisory Council, and would be 
complementary, with AFN staff providing guidance and information needed for 
the Advisory Council to provide consistent research in key policy areas. 
Participating organizations would effectively act as consultants to AFN.  
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Fig. 1 AFN Communication and Action Flow Chart  
 

  
 
Organization of Meetings 
 
The annual AFN convention is not adequate in duration or substance to allow 
communities to learn about specific issues, empower community action, or build 
common ground. This is what we propose: 
 

• Two action-oriented workshops held each year during winter and early spring that 
focus on specific priority areas that have been identified by communities and the 
board of directors. These workshops will be hosted by advisory council 
organizations in partnership with AFN – or by AFN at the request of advisory 
council organizations and the board of directors – with the intent being to develop 
community capacity by sharing best practices in specific policy areas. These 
workshops could also be coordinated with one or more of the advisory council 
members’ regular conferences, conventions or workshops. 
 

• A scaled-down version of the “main” convention or regular (quarterly perhaps) 
sessions held by teleconference could be held to report back on these workshops, 
as well as progress and challenges in specific policy areas. These teleconferences 
can be hosted by AFN staff or board members. 

 
• During the “main” convention, members of the board of directors will report back 

to their cultural regions to review advocacy progress, organizational progress, and 
the status of specific issues.  

 
• A politically neutral venue for Alaska Natives to hear and question political 

candidates running for office during the “main” convention would benefit Alaska 
Natives, as demonstrated by the Alaska Native Professional Association during 
the fall 2010 senate rate.   

 

Communities	  
give	  Feedback	  

AFN	  Board	  of	  
Directors	  

AFN	  Staff	  AFN	  Advisory	  
Council	  

Advocates	  and	  
Policy	  Makers	  
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Fig. 2 AFN Activities Flow Chart 

 
 
Transparency 
 
One persistent issue is the lack of clarity about AFN’s governance structure, priority 
areas, mandate and progress. To alleviate the issue, this is what we suggest: 
 

• AFN keep their By Laws and Charter posted on line, but also clear descriptions of 
the structure of AFN to promote maximum participation. 
 

• AFN create a listserv to provide regular email updates about changing policy and 
the work it is doing.    
 

• A vital component of effective advocacy is making information available to the 
target population: AFN’s website becomes a clearinghouse for policy area 
publications, advocacy toolkits and Alaska Native community data, which staff 
can assemble in cooperation with the Alaska Native Policy Center, Alaska Native 
Justice Center, Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium, and others.  

 
The following websites provide clear examples of what we mean by this: 
 

• Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated  
o www.tunngavik.com  

 
• Assembly of First Nations 

o http://www.afn.ca/index.php/en 
 

• Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami 
o http://www.itk.ca 

Regular	  Outreach	  
Teleconferences	  

Listserv	  
Web	  Outreach	  

Winter	  Policy	  
Workshop	  	  

Fall	  "Main	  
Convention"	  

Regional	  	  
Consultations	  	  

Spring	  
Workshop	  (s)	  
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• Naasautit: Inuit Health Statistics 

o http://www.inuitknowledge.ca/naasautit 
 

• Institute of Social and Economic Research 
o http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/ 

 
 
 
 
 

Quyaanaqpak 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	  


